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CYBERNETICS + ARCHITECTURE

OPERATIONAL RESEARCH

– share common philosophy of operational research
 rests on: architects are system designers: have been forced into org system 
 properties of: communication, development, and control
– abstract concepts of cybernetics can be viewed in architectural terms to form cybernetic 
theory of architecture 

HISTORY

1800s
- architecture seen as abstraction of art of building (pure architecture)
- created structures with stability and style
- form of artifact was judged by rigid codes of architecture, societal conventions or individual            
   practitioner
- metalinguistic means to describe architecture formed this theory of ‘pure’ architecture -   
   thus didn’t  view themselves as system designers 

Victorian Era
- rapidly formed techniques created new problems that didn’t fit mold of pure architecture 
- solutions needed a more holistic ecosystem evaluation
- the metalinguistic dialogue hindered people’s abilities to see what was a new form of   
   architecture from a system design perspective because there was no new dialogue to   
   discuss
       architectural sub-theories for isolated areas of field:
            - theories of: material, symmetry, human commitment, responsibility
            - each fostered socio-architectural dogma: ex. futurism 
            - systems oriented in an embryonic state, though helped create foundation for    
    cybernetic theory of architecture

ARCHITECTURAL FUNCTIONALISM + MUTUALISM

- structure exists to perform certain functions: ex. shelter or provide services 
- functions applied to humans/societies 
- building is only as meaningful as its human environment: serves and controls inhabitants  
   behaviors
- mutualism: between structures and humans 
- combo of functionalism and mutualism: emphasis on form + designers need to create  
   dynamic (instead of static) entities

HOLISM

- functionally interpreted building can only be interpreted in context of city
- functionally interpreted structure can only be interpreted in context of temporal extension   
   (growth, development)
- functionally interpreted structure exists as part of intention
- if human is aware of surroundings, buildings need be formed from context of surroundings 
- “the architect is responsible for building conventions and shaping development of    
   traditions…”

EVOLUTIONARY IDEAS 

- should have rules for evolution built into them for healthy growth 
- architect needs to be active participant in evolutionary process of his structures 
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CYBERNETICS + ARCHITECTURE

SYMBOLIC ENVIRONMENTS
 
- human activities are symbolic by nature 
- humans “talk” with surroundings-information systems that grow that dialogue 
- Gaudi’s work: systemically functional + simple; aimed at meeting symbolic and
    informational needs of humans

MOVING TOWARDS SYSTEMS THINKING BRIEF 

- architects desire to design systems; expectation to design builds
- now there is a demand for system oriented thinking; in past it was an esoteric desire 
- cybernetics creates metalanguage for critical discussion 
- cybernetic theory has predictive power (in contrast to pure architecture) 
    - ex. urban development modeled as self organizing 
        - possible to predict growth 

AS APPLIES TO AI

- able to mimic certain parts of architectural design with artificial intelligence - assuming   
   program can explore and learn from 
- act as intelligent tool like extensions of the programs 
- means for integrating constructural system with ongoing design process

SPECULATIONS

1. computer assisted programs will made into useful instruments
2. concepts in a range of fields will be unified with architecture yielding broad view 
3. systemic formulation of architecture as acts with social control
4. functionalism shift: concept of environment with which inhabitant cooperates and where  
   she can externalize mental processes
5. dialogue between environment and inhabitants: refined/extended with aid of modern   
   tools to help weave pattern of reactive environment (reactive environment as controller, 

CYBERNETIC DESIGN PARADIGM

1. specification of purpose or goal of system
2. choice of basic environmental materials
3. selection of invariants which will be programmed into system 
4. specification of how environment will learn and adapt
5. choice of plan for adaption 

turn paradigm on itself: apply to interaction between the designer and systems she designs, 
rather than the system and the people who inhabit it


